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Opening: Fri 02/12/16, 7 pm

Curator: Regina Barunke
Press contact: Baptist Ohrtmann, T: +49 221-302 344 66, bo@temporarygallery.org

Opening hours: Thu-Fri 2-6, Sat-Sun 1-5 pm
Admission: Exhibition free, Event: 2,50 Euro

Let’s provide an example. A mother buys her child two T-shirts. The child puts on one of the shirts and steps forward 
smiling, whereupon the mother says: 'Don’t you like the other one?'
The child is taken aback.
A dilemma like this is called a Double Bind. And what a dilemma it is! Practically insoluble.
However, the child straightens itself out and puts on the other T-shirt as well, over the first one, but realises immediately 
the deadendedness of this solution because it also shows a preference. Not in the wearing admittedly, but still in the 
showing. Because which T-shirt goes on top?
Disillusioned the child shambles off, to return shortly with the second T-shirt pulled over the first, but inside out this time.
Now the front sides of both shirts, that normally carry texts or images, face each other, invisible to us.
1. Did the child redeem itself?
2. Or is this a new piece by gerlach en koop?
3. If so, can it be fabricated?
4. If so, can it be shown?
Or is there no reason? 

"Choses tuées" is the first institutional solo show of gerlach en koop in Germany. For the last 15 years, the Dutch artist 
collective's work creates a space where language, reasoning and imagination interact with one another. This starts with 
their name, merely the sum of two parts in alphabetical order, written in small letters with an 'and' that either connects or 
serves as a demarcation line between two personal units - so to speak, a code name which evades any identification. The 
exhibition title "Choses tuées", however, is based on a the false presumption that Paul Valéry's 'unsaid' (Choses tues) was 
wrongly translated as 'killed' ‘things’ and leaves it to the viewer either to correct the error or to think ahead. The artistic 
approach of gerlach en koop presents itself in its insistent attempts to shift reference systems and create new units of 
thinking. This manifests itself through both, word games or the interest in outwitting language and communication, and 
through artworks that are often based on the random principle. The collective uses repetition, copying or re-use, 
displacement and misplacement, omissions, errors and mistakes, in order to make things disappear, reappear and become 
visible again. The smaller the distance between two identical things—differences that sometimes can only be imagined—
the more interesting. What is exhibited? Objects, made or ready-made, sculptural or graphic; spatial interventions; words 
in a particular sequence: minimal gestures. By doing so, they vehemently attack the idea of the object, artist and viewer 
and observe their interactions with restraint and earnestness. Recent work in addition to revised older works will be on 
display in the Temporary Gallery, the second venue following de Appel art centre in Amsterdam. Further works that 
directly intervene in the daily routine of the institution will be specifically made by the collective for the exhibition. 
Besides a programme of events, Roma Publications will publish the second volume of the exhibition catalogue.
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Artists’ CV:
gerlach en koop live in The Hague and Brussels.
Exhibitions (selection): 2015 XII Baltic Triennial, Galerie Bunkier Sztuki, Krakau/CAC, Vilnius, „Choses tuées“, de 
Appel, Amsterdam (solo); 2014 „When Elephants Come Marching in“, de Appel, Amsterdam; 2013 „Varying Degrees of 
Ajarness“, Ellen de Bruijne Projects, Amsterdam, „MOREpublishers present“, Mu.ZEE, Oostende, „United We“, Stroom,
The Hague; 2012 „Hors Les Murs“, Jardin des Tuileries / FIAC, Paris, „Autumn of Modernism“, De Vleeshal, 
Middelburg; Temporary Gallery, Cologne, „Others’ Structures, New Existentialism part 6“, Gebert Stiftung für Kultur, 
Rapperswil-Jona (solo); 2011 „(at last) under the influence of that strange perplexity of inert irresolution“, Ruler Space, 
Helsinki, „Found in Translation“, Casino Luxembourg, Luxemburg, „Agora não / Not yet“, The Barber Shop, Lisbon, 
„Keep Floors and Passages Clear“, White Columns, New York; 2009 „Radical Autonomy“, Le Grand Café, Saint-
Nazaire; Netwerk, Aalst [jaartal?]; „Faux Jumeaux“, S.M.A.K., Gent; 2008 „the place to be“, Kröller-Müller Museum, 
Otterlo (solo) 2007 „The Moss Gathering Tumbleweed Experience“, NICC, Antwerp; „Lost Tongues Rediscovered“, 
Stroom, The Hague; 2004 „artbooks (beside the art) “,  library Van Abbemuseum, Eindhoven (solo)

Fringe events:
Sat 02/13/16, 3 pm
Echolocation; A Reading by Nickel van Duijvenboden
In the summer of 2014 Nickel van Duijvenboden scribbled a long letter to gerlach en koop, not the first and certainly not 
the last, and dropped it into a postbox just off the Normandic coast. Enveloped in his message were the following lines: 
„On the stone beach, when facing the chalk cliffs and upon climbing the thick pebbles, you hear, precisely on the point 
reached by high tide – where the pebbles thus form a ridge – a very peculiar echo of shifting stone beneath your feet, a 
gnashing multitude, which re-echoes against the chalk rising up perpendicularly. A sound I think exists only here. I 
cannot shake the idea that we are similarly treading on what has already been done and thought, and are so creating a new
disturbance in some immovable order, producing a strange and hollow gritting. A sound some might associate with nails 
on a blackboard. [...] Is this about not attempting to make up for an absence? Silence is unsettling, a crevice of 
unwarranted scenarios, speculations that subsequently reverberate and cause a howl of feedback.“ (Nickel van 
Duijvenboden, born 1981, explores the potentiality of a writerly artist practice. Until 2015 he was resident at the 
Rijksakademie in Amsterdam)

Fri 03/11/16, 7 pm
Valentinas Klimašauskas:
How to Clone a Mammoth (in Three Voices and With a Fisherman’s Exaggeration)
A reading evening on the poetics of de-extinction in the economy of clicks based on writings by Valentinas 
Klimašauskas. Using the structure of traditional Lithuanian polyphonic songs, the reading unites fragments, poems, 
quotes, stories about new friendships (as a metaphor for an old internet), on the importance of becoming Neanderthals, 
why Gertrude Stein would not pass the Turing test, the AI of language, and random companies of post-humanist 
assemblages. The text is read by Valentinas Klimašauskas, Maxine Kopsa, Salomėja Marcinkevičiūtė e.a. (Born after 
Voyager 1 left the Earth, Valentinas Klimašauskas is letters, but also a curator and writer interested in the robotics of 
belles-lettres and the uneven distribution of the future. His book “B and/or an Exhibition Guide In Search of Its 
Exhibition” published in 2014 by Torpedo Press, Oslo, contains written exhibitions that floated in time and space with or 
within a joke, one’s mind, Voyager 1, Chauvet Cave or inside the novel “2666” by Roberto Bolaño. More of his writings 
may be found at: www.selectedletters.lt. Maxine Kopska is director of „Kunstverein“, Amsterdam)

Catalogue:
„gerlach en koop: Choses tuées“, Bd. 2. Texte: Regina Barunke, Maxine Kopsa, Valentina Desideri Candice Lin 
Raimundas Malašauskas, Nickel van Duijvenboden. Published by Roma Publications, Amsterdam. Grafik Design by 
Louis Lüthi, Amsterdam

Funding and Support: 
Mondriaan Fonds, Botschaft des Königsreichs der Niederlande, Kulturamt Stadt Köln, RheinEnergie Stiftung Kultur, 
Deltax contemporary, Hotel Chelsea, Stroom, The Hague
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